Empower Your Financial Aid Office
Decades of Experience, Powerful Solutions

PowerFAIDS® is a comprehensive, customizable software solution that automates your financial aid process. You can efficiently and equitably administer the aid process, eliminate hours of manual work, and manage multiple programs. From traditional to nontraditional enrollment, from standard to complex programs, from large to small campuses, PowerFAIDS delivers proven solutions to make your work easier.

PowerFAIDS meets the needs of any financial aid office. Almost 700 institutions chose it, including:

130+ Community colleges and two-year institutions
100+ Institutions using CSS Profile™ and Institutional Methodology
50+ Single-person financial aid offices
25+ Public four-year institutions
Lengthy system implementations, coupled with increasing financial aid demands, are daunting. PowerFAIDS can help. It’s economical. It can be implemented in a few months without compromising quality.

**PowerFAIDS:**

- **Builds efficiency and productivity** by automating processes.
- **Eases the burden** of ever-increasing FAFSA applications.
- **Manages federal compliance and external reporting** in a frequently shifting regulatory environment.
- **Reduces human error** with checks and balances, as well as built-in edits.
- **Lets you manage funds effectively and independently** with flexible reporting tools, custom fields, and student communications.
- **Reduces demands on IT staff** by putting solutions and tools in end users’ hands.
- **Administers various academic periods of enrollment** (including modular start and end dates), with no IT support or work requests.

PowerFAIDS gives you information and tools for smarter, faster service and keeps you compliant with federal requirements.

**Our Unique Community**

PowerFAIDS connects you to these resources:

- Unlimited customer support
- Online discussion boards
- Free training, webinars and user conferences
- Tip sheets

Similar training and supports offered elsewhere can cost thousands of dollars.

---

“PowerFAIDS has greatly improved our efficiency and accuracy with logical navigation, batch packaging, and quality control functionality. The flexibility within PowerFAIDS allowed us to mold the software to fit our unique academic program. We really appreciate the ability to make changes in-house without relying on IT’s busy schedule.”

—Troy A. W. Davis
Director of Financial Aid
Springfield College
PowerFAIDS Automates the Entire Financial Aid Process

You can rely on PowerFAIDS to:

- **Package student aid awards, individually or in batches**
  Run unlimited packaging simulations on all or part of your student population, and adjust parameters as needed.

- **Track applications, generate letters, and communicate electronically**
  Check records and generate emails and letters to students and parents.

- **Calculate student budgets automatically**
  Create expense budgets globally and make adjustments to individual budgets.

- **Generate and receive federal data**
  Load, process, and adjust data in Institutional Student Information Records, and create correction files.

- **Perform need analysis**
  Access the Institutional Need Analysis System (INAS), and use Federal Methodology and the College Board’s Institutional Methodology to perform instant calculations.

- **Import data from other campus systems**
  Create, update, and maintain student records with customizable options.

- **Manage funds**
  Administer an unlimited number of financial aid funds with on-demand tools.

- **Process federal funds**
  Calculate, report, and reconcile federal grants, such as Federal Pell Grants, FSEOG, and others with effective COD functionality.

- **Disburse funds**
  Schedule awards for automatic disbursement, and run federal eligibility checks before authorizing payments. Create anticipated aid extracts for accurate student billing.

- **Process student loans**
  Award and transmit both Federal Direct and alternative loan applications via XML and CommonLine.

- **Develop custom reports**
  Use PowerFAIDS canned reports or design your own without IT intervention. Get support for major reporting and survey efforts like FISAP, IPEDS, and Common Data Set.

- **Give students online self-service with Net Partner**
  Enable students to accept and decline awards, update information, and complete applications, as well as view information on scheduled and actual disbursements.

- **Meet Return of Title IV fund requirements**
  Manage Return of Title IV funds effectively with automated calculations, checklists, and tracking features.

 Equip your institution with a comprehensive financial aid solution. Visit PowerFAIDS.org.